Western Galilee, Israel | Budapest, Hungary

THE PARTNERSHIP DISCOVERY PROGRAM
-FOR LIFETIME LEARNERS-

Oct. 27 - Nov. 4, 2019

~ Not including travel time. In the Western Galilee from October 27 - 31, 2019, then in Budapest, Hungary from November 1-4, 2019 ~

The Partnership Discovery Program provides an opportunity for “young” retirees to experience our Partnership2Gether Western Galilee Region (and additionally Budapest, Hungary) with in-depth, thought-provoking lectures and field trips with local experts in the areas of Security, Multiculturalism, Arts, Sustainability & Tolerance. Participants will be encouraged to share dialogue on these topics with each other and the facilitators. Programs will be of interest to new and returning visitors to our region.

This trip is very unique, it will give the participants the opportunity to know more about everyday life in our region, talk to them face-to-face in their living rooms and places of work. The visit will give you an opportunity to gain a better and deeper understanding of life in the region, and acquire personal relationships with our volunteers and other people of the Western Galilee.

~SEE BACK FOR ITINERARY DETAILS~

REGISTER BY JUNE 1, 2019:
Contact Heidi Benish at heidib@jafi.org

REGISTRATION FEE
$500 for the Western Galilee portion, in addition to flights. The Partnership picks up the program costs, accommodations and most meals in the region.
Partnership Discovery in Budapest is an additional $500 including hotel, program and some meals, not including flights.
ITINERARY (subject to change)

Western Galilee, Oct. 27 - Oct. 31, 2019

Sunday, Oct. 27: Welcome
• Until 4:30 pm—Erna Hotel Check In
• Partnership Welcome, Orientation & Overview of the Region
• Welcome Dinner

Monday, Oct. 28: Living on the Edge
• Hotel Breakfast
• Security In Our Region—Border Tour
• Lunch
• Lecture—How We Teach Residents to Cope with Emergency/Pressure Situations
• Visit Rosh Hanikra—meet one of our lay leaders in his home, hear his story about growing up on the border and about life there today (including visit to a bomb shelter)
• Meet an Entrepreneur and learn how he runs a business on the border
• Dinner & Cultural Event

Tuesday, Oct. 29: Meet the Neighbors
• Hotel Breakfast
• Session on Multiculturalism
• Tour Arab El Aramshe, a Bedouin village
• Lunch & Free Time in Akko
• Meet with residents of Nes Amim (a multicultural community) to talk about ‘acceptance in our communities’
• Rest & Refresh
• Workshop & Dinner

Wednesday, Oct. 30: Experience WG ARTS
• Hotel Breakfast
• Western Galilee ARTS—Lecture
• Visit 2 Art Studios
• Lunch
• Enjoy an Arts Workshop
• Partnership In Your Community, a talk with lay leaders and staff
• Rest & Refresh
• Home Hospitality Dinner

Thursday, Oct. 31: Sustainability
• Hotel Breakfast
• Repurposing Water, Solar Energy—A lecture and tour on recycling and sustainability
• Lunch in Klil
• Visit an Organic Farm
• Rest & Refresh
• Western Galilee Farewell Dinner

Budapest, Hungary, November 1 - 4, 2019
(each person is responsible for the flights)

BUDAPEST: THEN & NOW

Friday, Nov. 1
• Morning Flight to Budapest
• Arrive in Budapest & Hotel Check In
• Kabbalat Shabbat with Parents2Gether
• Shabbat Dinner with Parents2Gether

Saturday, Nov. 2
• Shabbat Tour in Jewish Quarter—visit the Great Synagogue and Castle
• Free Time

Sunday, Nov. 3
• Jewish Life of Old-Buda—The First Jewish Community in Budapest
• Lunch in Old-Buda—Traditional Hungarian Cuisine & Atmosphere
• Liberty Square & Holocaust Memorial on the Danube
• Tales of Teleki Square—learn about the movie project/revival of an old synagogue and its community
• Around the Table—Dinner with Young Jewish Leaders

Monday, Nov. 4
• Visit at Lauder Jewish School—Meet the P2G Startup Twinning Program Participants
• Visit The Israeli Cultural Institute—Meet P2G Volunteers and ICI Program Coordinators
• Summary & Lunch in the Jewish Quarter

FOR INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER CONTACT:
Heidi Benish at heidib@jafi.org